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Abstract

Keywords

Objective: Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is one of
independent dangerous factors for cardiovascular disease
including heart failure. Recent studies demonstrated that
left ventricular diastolic dysfunction (LVDD) and pentraxin-3
(PTX-3) are early signs for development of heart failure. The
objective of our study was to estimate the relation between
OSA severity and LVDD and PTX-3.

Left ventricular diastolic dysfunction, E/Em, Left atrial
volume index, Obstructive sleep apnea, Pentraxin-3

Methods: Sixty-six OSA patients and 25 healthy people
who underwent polysomnography to diagnose OSA were
enrolled. Ninety-one participants were divided into three
groups as per apnea-hypopnea index (AHI), including mild
(5 ≤ AHI < 15) and moderate-severe OSA (AHI ≥ 15) and
control group (AHI < 5). Left ventricular diastolic function
was evaluated by the ratio of early diastolic peak transmitral
flow velocity (E)/peak early diastolic mitral annular velocity
(Em) (E/Em) and maximal left atrial volume index (LAVI).
Peripheral blood levels of PTX-3 were measured.
Results: Our results showed that levels of PTX-3 increased
significantly, and the ratio of E/Em and maximal LAVI
increased obviously with the increase of OSA severity.
There was a remarkable positive correlation between the E/
Em ratio, maximal LAVI and AHI. Levels of PTX-3 in serum
were positively correlated with the E/Em ratio. Levels of
PTX-3 were also positively related with maximal LAVI.
Conclusion: OSA patients showed significant enhancement
of PTX-3 levels and LVDD. Furthermore, both PTX-3
and LVDD were independently correlated with severity of
OSA defined by AHI. Serum PTX-3 levels were positively
correlated with LVDD in OSA patients.

Introduction
Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is a frequent sleeprelated respiratory disease with frequent upper airway
total or partial obstruction during sleep [1]. Chronic
intermittent hypoxia (CIH) and hypoxemia attributing
to apnea provoke systemic effects and increase levels
of biomarkers related to cardiovascular abnormality [2].
Left ventricular diastolic dysfunction (LVDD) is an
early marker of cardiac function abnormality before
clinically noticeable cardiovascular disease [3,4]. It
is characterized by reducing and/or totally losing
the relaxation and compliance of cardiomyocytes.
Echocardiographic examination is used as a convenient
and reliable method to measure left ventricular
functions. Diastolic function was evaluated by the ratio
of early diastolic peak transmitral flow velocity (E)/peak
early diastolic mitral annular velocity (Em) and left atrial
volume index (LAVI) [5]. Early diagnosis and effective
intervention of LVDD have become one of the most
pressing problems in the cardiovascular field.
Systemic inflammation is increasingly identified
as a risk factor for some cardiovascular complications
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[6] and an acceptable factor in the pathogenesis of
cardiovascular disorders in patients with co-existent
OSA [2,7]. Inflammatory markers are closely concerned
with the pathogenesis of heart failure, adverse
prognoses and the worst cardiac function. Pentraxin-3
(PTX-3) was recently identified as one of the members
of the pentraxin family, including C-reactive protein
(CRP) and serum amyloid P. PTX-3 was generated by
endothelial cells, monocyte-macrophages and neutrophils
following inflammatory stimuli [8]. Compared with
hs-CRP, PTX-3 might definitely and sensitively reflect
localized inflammation in tissues and was regarded as a
novel biomarker of cardiovascular system inflammation
[9]. Recent studies showed that serum PTX-3 levels
significantly increased in moderate and severe OSA
patients [9,10], and PTX-3 was an independent
inflammatory marker associated with the occurrence
of LVDD [4,11]. However, the relationship between
PTX-3 and LVDD remained unclear in OSA patients.
The objective of the present study was to appraise the
correlation between inflammatory markers and LVDD
among OSA patients.

Subjects and Methods
Study population
A cross-sectional study was conducted in Department
of Respiratory Medicine of Chinese People’s Liberation
Army Bethune International Peace Hospital. The study
protocol was authorized by ethics committee for clinical
research in Chinese People’s Liberation Army Bethune
International Peace Hospital. All subjects offered
informed consent in writing.
Ninety-one suspected OSA patients presenting to
Department of Respiratory Medicine in the present
hospital who finished overnight polysomnography
(PSG) were enlisted in our study. Patients with smoking
history, active infections, chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, left ventricular
systolic dysfunction (defined as left ventricular ejection
fraction (LVEF) < 50%) and heart disease were removed
from our study. Subjects with apnea hypopnea index
(AHI) < 5 were regarded as control group. The AHI
cutoff point of diagnosis for mild OSAS was 5-15, and
moderate-severe OSA was diagnosed by AHI ≥ 15
incidents in an hour of sleep.

PSG
Overnight PSG was performed in subjects from
22 p.m. to 6 a.m., and parameters were recorded
using a computer system (Alice 4, Philips Respironics,
Murrysville, PA, USA). Apnea, hypopnea, and
electroencephalogram recordings were manually
graded as per standard criteria. Apnea was considered
as a complete Interrupt of nasal flow for at the least
10 second. Hypopnea was defined as a 50% reduction
in airflow for at least 10 second together with at least
4% of oxyhaemoglobin desaturation or an arousal
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registered by the electroencephalogram. AHI was
calculated according to the mean number of apnea and
hypopnea during PSG-recorded sleep time.

Assessment of left ventricular diastolic function
Echocardiographic examination was regarded as one
of most convenient and reliable methods to assess left
ventricular functions. Thus, the day after PSG finished,
transthoracic echocardiographic examination using a
Philips iE33 ultrasound system and S5-1 broadband phased
array transducer was carried out by a cardiologist who knew
nothing about the PSG results. Left ventricular diameters,
interventricular septum thickness, left ventricular posterior
wall thickness, and left atrial diameter were checked by
M-mode echocardiography. LVEF was computed by the
modified Simpson technique. E and late diastolic peak
transmitral flow velocity (A), E/A ratio, and deceleration
time were measured with pulsed wave Doppler. Em and
peak late diastolic mitral annular velocity (Am) were
obtained by pulse-wave tissue Doppler imaging at the
septal site of the mitral annulus. The E/Em ratio was used
as an index of left ventricular filling pressure. Maximal left
atrial volume (LAV) was also measured using the biplane
modified Simpson’s method, and LAVI was calculated as
maximal LAV/body surface area.

Blood collection and biochemical measurements
After PSG, blood samples were taken from all overnight
fasting participants and placed in ethylenediamine tetra
acetic acid coated polypropylene tubes. The blood samples
were centrifuged by 5000 r/m for 10 min at 4 °C, and the
clear plasma supernatants were stored at -80 °C. Plasma
PTX-3 was detected by enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assay (ELISA) with Quantikine® ELISA (Human PTX-3
Immunoassay, R&D Systems, Inc., Minneapolis, USA).

Statistical analysis
Continuous variables were expressed as mean ±
SD. Results were analyzed using one-way ANOVA with
least significant difference tests for LSD comparisons,
correlations between variables were explored by
using Pearson coefficient. P value less than 0.05 was
considered as statistical significance. Statistical analysis
was carried out by using SPSS statistical software version
19.0 (Chicago, Illinois, USA).

Results
Clinical characteristics of subjects in this study
Clinical characteristics of OSA patients and control
group in this study were shown in Table 1. No significant
differences were shown among 3 groups in age, BMI,
total cholesterol (TC), triglycerides (TG), or fasting
blood glucose (FBG). However, remarkable differences
were observed in AHI and oxygen desaturation index
(ODI) among 3 groups. As expected, ODI and AHI were
gradually augmented as the severity of OSA increased
(Table 1).
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Table 1: Clinical and metabolic characteristics of patients with OSA and normal control.
Variables
Age (years)
BMI (kg/m2)
ODI
AHI
TC (mmol/l)
TG (mmol/l)
FBG (mmol/l)
PTX-3 (ng/ml)
LVEF (%)
E (cm/s)
A (cm/s)
E/A
Em (cm/s)
Am (cm/s)
Em/Am
E/Em
Max LAVI (ml/m2)

Control
45.08 ± 5.54
26.57 ± 2.57
1.29 ± 0.83
1.52 ± 1.64
3.94 ± 0.48
1.29 ± 0.20
4.94 ± 0.55
1.87 ± 0.73
62.59 ± 8.10
75.97 ± 7.40
70.93 ± 7.48
1.06 ± 0.12
10.14 ± 1.39
9.12 ± 1.44
1.06 ± 0.12
7.60 ± 1.12
11.71 ± 3.07

Mild OSA
45.67 ± 6.02
26.69 ± 3.03
9.61 ± 3.73*
10.97 ± 2.53*
4.17 ± 0.44
1.41 ± 0.22
5.02 ± 0.51
2.62 ± 1.15*
61.55 ± 6.64
75.40 ± 7.52
71.55 ± 5.94
1.04 ± 0.08
8.85 ± 2.00*
9.52 ± 1.32
0.95 ± 0.23*
8.74 ± 2.18*
12.87 ± 3.86*

Moderate-Severe OSA
47.61 ± 7.35
27.10 ± 2.76
44.11 ± 11.50*#
37.64 ± 13.60*#
4.20 ± 0.42
1.32 ± 0.21
5.21 ± 0.43
4.90 ± 1.72*#
59.06 ± 7.14
74.50 ± 6.65
74.16 ± 4.23
0.99 ± 0.09
7.91 ± 1.51*#
9.98 ± 1.42
0.81 ± 0.14*#
9.71 ± 2.21*#
17.09 ± 5.13*

P
0.270
0.731
0.000
0.000
0.053
0.116
0.068
0.000
0.148
0.720
0.069
0.051
0.000
0.061
0.000
0.000
0.000

BMI: Body Mass Index; ODI: Oxygen Desaturation Index; AHI: Apnea Hypopnea Index; TC: Total Cholesterol; TG: Triglyceride;
FBG: Fasting Blood Glucose; PTX-3: Pentraxin-3; LVEF: Left Ventricular Ejection Fraction; E: Early Diastolic Peak Transmitral
Flow Velocity; A: Late Diastolic Peak Transmitral Flow Velocity; Em: Peak Early Diastolic Mitral Annular Velocity; Am: Peak Late
Diastolic Annular Velocity; LAVI: Left Atrial Volume Index. Data are presented as mean ± SD. (n = 25 in control group, n = 30 in
mild OSA group, n = 36 in moderate-severe OSA group). *: P < 0.05, mild OSA and moderate-severe OSA groups vs. control; #:
P < 0.05, moderate-severe OSA group vs. mild OSA.

Figure 1: Left ventricular diastolic functional parameters in patients with OSA and controls.
Left ventricular diastolic functional parameters were measured by echocardiography. A) The ratio of early diastolic peak
transmitral flow velocity (E) to peak early diastolic mitral annular velocity (Em); B) Em; C) The ratio of Em to peak late diastolic
mitral annular velocity (Am); D) Maximal left atrial volume index (LAVI). Data are presented as mean ± SD. (n = 25 in control
group, n = 30 in mild OSA group, n = 36 in moderate-severe OSA group). *: P < 0.05, mild OSA and moderate-severe OSA
groups vs. control; #: P < 0.05, moderate-severe OSA group vs. mild OSA.
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Table 2: Correlations between AHI, ODI and PTX3, left
ventricular diastolic functional parameters in study population.

PTX3
Em
Em/Am
E/Em
Max LAVI

AHI
r
0.607
- 0.389
- 0.436
0.334
0.483

P
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

ODI
r
0.603
- 0.435
- 0.458
0.378
0.445

P
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

ODI: Oxygen Desaturation Index; AHI; Apnea Hypopnea Index;
PTX3: Pentraxin 3; E: Early Diastolic Peak Transmitral Flow
Velocity; Em: Peak Early Diastolic Mitral Annular Velocity; Am:
Peak Late Diastolic Annular Velocity; Max LAVI: Maximal Left
Atrial Volume Index.

there were positive correlation between the E/Em ratio,
maximal LAVI and ODI (r = 0.378, r = 0.445, P < 0.01), AHI
(r = 0.334, r = 0.483, P < 0.01) (Table 2).

Effects of OSA on plasma PTX-3
In our study, serum levels of PTX-3 were significantly
different among the 3 groups (P < 0.05), accompanying
with the increase of OSA severity, PTX-3 gradually
increased (Table 1 and Figure 2). Moreover, PTX-3 was
positively correlated with AHI (r = 0.607, P < 0.01), and
ODI (r = 0.603, P < 0.01) (Table 2).

Correlation between PTX-3, and left ventricular
diastolic functional parameters
The Pearson correlation analysis demonstrated that
PTX-3 was positively correlated with the E/Em ratio
and maximal LAVI (r = 0.562, r = 0.550, P < 0.01) (Figure
3A and Figure 3B). However, PTX-3 was negatively
correlated with the Em/Am ratio and Em (r = - 0.516, r
= - 0.565, P < 0.01) (Figure 3C and Figure 3D).

Discussion

Figure 2: Level of PTX-3 in serum.
Pentraxin-3 (PTX-3) contents were measured by enzymelinked immunosorbent assay. Data are presented as mean
± SD. (n = 25 in control group, n = 30 in mild OSA group, n
= 36 in moderate-severe OSA group). *: P < 0.05, mild OSA
and moderate-severe OSA groups vs. control; #: P < 0.05,
moderate-severe OSA group vs. mild OSA.

Effects of OSA on left ventricular function
As a well-established maker of left ventricular
systolic function, LVEF was not significantly different
among 3 groups (Table 1). Among the left ventricular
diastolic functional parameters, there were no
significant difference in the E, A, and E/A ratio among
3 groups (Table 1). The Am was also not markedly
different among 3 groups (Table 1). The E/Em ratio of
OSA patients was significantly higher than that of the
control group (Table 1 and Figure 1A). However, Em/
Am ratio and Em were lower in patients with OSA than
in the control group (Table 1, Figure 1B and Figure 1C).
Furthermore, the maximal LAVI of the patients with
moderate-severe OSA was significantly larger than that
of the control group (Table 1 and Figure 1D). Em and
Em/Am ratio gradually decreased with the increase
of OSA severity. However, the E/Em ratio gradually
increased with the increase of OSA severity. In addition,
there were negative correlation between the Em/Am
ratio, Em and ODI (r = - 0.458, r = - 0.435, P < 0.01), AHI
(r = - 0.436, r = - 0.389, P < 0.01) (Table 2). However,
Jie-Ru et al. Int J Respir Pulm Med 2018, 5:097

In the present study, the results demonstrated
the appearance of early asymptomatic left ventricle
dysfunction and signs of subclinical inflammation
in patients with OSA. The left ventricle dysfunction
observed in our study was characterized by LVDD
(reduced Em/Am ratio, reduced Em, increased E/Em
ratio, increased maximal LAVI) and was more evident in
patients with moderate-severe OSA. Levels of PTX-3 in
serum significantly increased in OSA patients. There was
a positive correlation between LVDD and serum PTX-3
level in OSA patients.
LVDD was an important cause of cardiovascular
morbidity and was regarded as the initial pathophysiological
step of cardiac abnormality [12]. Previous studies showed
that ventricular diastolic dysfunction predicted the risk
of the clinical atherosclerosis, hypertension and heart
failure [4]. Some studies had described that OSA was
an independent risk factor for the development of
cardiac disorders. LVDD was common complication in
OSA patients [13]. Alper Kepez, et al. [14] determined
significantly decreased mitral E/A ratio and significantly
increased left atrial diameters in OSA patients compared
with control group. Recently study reported the presence
of left ventricular hypertrophy, left atrial dilatation and
LVDD in OSA patients without cardiovascular diseases [15].
Our studies showed that the ratio of E/Em and maximal
LAVI were higher in patients with moderate-severe OSA
by means of echocardiography, a widely used non-invasive
method. The ratio of Em/Am and Em decreased in patients
with OSA. However, there was no significant change in LVEF
among all groups. These results suggested that impairment
of left ventricular diastolic function was common in OSA
patients with preserved systolic function. CIH induced
by respiratory events in OSA patients could result in
cardiovascular function disorders. In the present study,
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Figure 3: Correlation between PTX-3 and left ventricular diastolic functional parameters.
A) Correlations between the ratio of early diastolic peak transmitral flow velocity (E) to peak early diastolic mitral annular
velocity (Em) and pentraxin-3 (PTX-3); B) Correlations between maximal left atrial volume index (LAVI) and PTX-3; C)
Correlations between the ratio of Em to peak late diastolic mitral annular velocity (Am) and PTX-3; D) Correlations between
Em and PTX-3.

our results showed that AHI and ODI in OSA patients were
significantly higher than the control group. In addition, AHI
and ODI were significantly correlated with LVDD assessed
by Em/Am ratio, Em, E/Em ratio and maximal LAVI in OSA
patients, which suggested that CIH induced by OSA might
directly contribute to LVDD.
Inflammatory was important for the pathogenesis
and adverse prognoses of heart failure. The new
inflammatory marker, PTX-3, was recently suggested
as a predictor of poor prognosis of heart failure [16].
Importantly, PTX-3 was identified as an independent
marker associated with the occurrence of LVDD among
non-heart failure patients [11]. PTX-3 was produced in
local inflammation and it was associated with LVDD. In
the experimental study [11], Matsubara J, et al. showed
that PTX-3 was produced in the coronary circulation of
patients with heart failure with normal ejection fraction
and non-heart failure with LVDD. The amount of PTX3 production in coronary circulation was positively
correlated with levels of PTX-3 in systemic circulation.
The increased secretion of PTX-3 in coronary circulation
Jie-Ru et al. Int J Respir Pulm Med 2018, 5:097

might prove its major role in the pathogenesis of LVDD.
On the contrary, some studies [17,18] showed that
PTX-3 might play a protective role in the cardiovascular
system by regulating the immunoinflammatory
balance. Therefore, the increased PTX-3 would play a
compensatory cardioprotective role at the activated
inflammatory condition. However, in the present
study, our results showed that levels of PTX-3 in serum
significantly increased and was significantly correlated
with asymptomatic LVDD assessed by echocardiography
in OSA patients. PTX-3 might play an important role in
OSA-associated vascular dysfunction [9]. Some studies
showed the increased levels of ptx-3 in serum of OSA
patients. A study conducted by Kasai, et al. showed
that serum PTX-3 levels and arterial stiffness notably
increased in OSA patients compared with control
subjects, and continuous positive airway pressure
treatment improved PTX-3 and arterial stiffness [9].
For that matter, our studies showed increased serum
PTX-3 levels in OSA patients compared with control
subjects, which was consistent with previous studies
[19,20]. Moreover, PTX-3 was positively correlated
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with AHI and ODI. A significant positive correlation
was also found between PTX-3 and the E/Em ratio and
maximal LAVI in OSA patients, respectively. PTX-3was
also negatively correlated with the Em/Am ratio and
Em, respectively. The results showed that PTX-3 levels
were markedly correlated with the presence of LVDD
among OSA patients, and that PTX-3 was an important
inflammatory marker to induce LVDD in OSA patients
in our study, but not an inducible promoter. PTX-3, as
an important inflammatory marker, could predict the
risk of LVDD in patients with OSA. Further studies might
need to estimate pathological roles of PTX-3 in OSA
patients with LVDD.
In conclusion, OSA patients showed increment of
pentraxin-3 and the presence of LVDD. Furthermore,
PTX-3 and LVDD were independently related with
OSA severity. PTX-3, Em, Em/Am, E/Em and maximal
LAVI could be used as signs of early asymptomatic left
ventricular myocardial dysfunction in patients with OSA.
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